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Pultrusion is a continuousmanufacturing process used to produce high strength composite profiles with constant cross section.The
mutual interactions between heat transfer, resin flow and cure reaction, variation in the material properties, and stress/distortion
evolutions strongly affect the process dynamics together with the mechanical properties and the geometrical precision of the final
product. In the present work, pultrusion process simulations are performed for a unidirectional (UD) graphite/epoxy composite
rod including several processing physics, such as fluid flow, heat transfer, chemical reaction, and solid mechanics. The pressure
increase and the resin flow at the tapered inlet of the die are calculated by means of a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) finite
volumemodel. Several models, based on different homogenization levels and solution schemes, are proposed and compared for the
evaluation of the temperature and the degree of cure distributions inside the heating die and at the postdie region. The transient
stresses, distortions, and pull force are predicted using a sequentially coupled three-dimensional (3D) thermochemical analysis
together with a 2D plane strain mechanical analysis using the finite element method and compared with results obtained from a
semianalytical approach.

1. Introduction

Pultrusion is a continuous manufacturing process used to
realize constant cross sectional composite profiles. In recent
years, the pultrusion process experienced a remarkable grow-
ing within the composite industry, due to its cost-effect-
iveness, automation, and high quality of products. Nowadays,
the process is widely used to manufacture highly strength-
ened structures such as wind turbine blades, window profiles,
door panels, and reinforcing bars for concrete. Moreover, in
some applicative sectors, such as in the automotive industry,
the environmental impact of pultruded composite structures
over the entire life cycles results is lower than other engi-
neeringmaterials [1]. A schematic view of the pultrusion pro-
cess is depicted in Figure 1. During the process, the reinforce-
ment fibers, in the form of rovings or mat, are pulled through
guiders and impregnated by the resin material in an open
bath or employing a resin injection chamber.Wetted out rein-
forcements are then pulled via a pulling mechanism through
the heating die. The die inlet is typically characterized by a

tapered or a conical convergent shape, in order to promote the
desired impregnation and compaction of the reinforcement,
the removal of the air and the excess resin. In the straight
portion of the die, the heat provided by means of electrical
heaters or hot oil activates the exothermic cure reaction of
the thermoset resin. As a consequence, the material changes
its status from reactive liquid to gel and then vitrified
solid [2, 3]. The thermochemical behavior of the processing
thermoset resin, generally represented by time-temperature-
transformation (TTT) diagrams [2–4], is a crucial issue.
During the curing process, the resin shrinks because of the
chemical reaction (cross linking) promoting the contraction
of the work piece. Besides that, the part continues contracting
due to the cooling effect, for example, convective cooling at
the postdie region. At the end of the process, the cured and
solidified product is cut into desired lengths.

Even if the process is conceptually quite simple, the anal-
ysis of its dynamics and the definition of optimal processing
parameters are a complex task, due to themutual interactions
between involved physical phenomena,mainly related to heat
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the pultrusion domain for the compos-
ite rod.

transfer, species conversion and phase changes, die-material
contact, and stress-strain development. Several researchers
have performed numerical and experimental investigations
on different aspects inherent to the pultrusion process,
mainly focusing on issues related to heat transfer and cure
[5–11], pressure distribution [12, 13], and pulling force [14–
20]. However, proposedmodels often neglect the interactions
between involved phenomena, on the base of some simpli-
fying assumptions. Most of the published works converge
on the conclusion that the mechanical properties and the
quality of the pultruded composite are strongly affected by
the degree of cure (DOC) distribution and the applied pulling
force. The aforementioned features, in turn, depend on the
pull speed, die temperature, die geometry, constituents’ type,
and volume fractions. Furthermore, the pulling force consists
of different contributions, such as the bulk compaction force
due to the pressure increase in the tapered portion of the die,
the viscous drag acting in the liquid zone, and the frictional
force due to the contact between the internal surface of
the die and the solidified processing material [2, 3, 18–21].
Experimental outcomes reported in [14] by Price and Cup-
schalk showed the impact of the materials volume fractions,
die temperature and pull speed on the pull force. It was
also indicated that for a constant temperature, and pulling
speed, the force increases exponentially with the volume
of material. Lackey and Vaughan carried on an extensive
experimental and statistical investigation on the influence of
process parameters on the pulling force and flexural strength
of pultruded products, employing a five-factor half-factorial
central composite design (CCD). It was concluded that the
process parameters affect the pulling force according to com-
plex interactions whose overall effect may vary significantly
using resin systems characterized by different cure kinetics
[15]. Considering the elevated number of variables involved
in the aforementioned problem, a satisfactory experimental
analysis could result in undesired time and money spending.
Furthermore, pure experimental tests may have no solid
predictive capability. As a consequence, the development of
suitablemultiphysicsmodels is highly required for composite
manufacturing processes. In-plane stresses and deformations
in composite laminates can also be related to the interaction
between the tool and the part [22]. Besides, the temperature
and the DOC gradients through the composite thickness
also promote the development of residual stresses in the
manufactured part [23]. A better understanding of these
phenomena, which take place in the heating die as well as
in the postdie region, is highly required to reduce process
induced shape distortions and residual stresses and to obtain

a realistic analysis of inservice loading scenarios and reliabil-
ity assessments [24, 25]. It should be noted that the general
mechanical behavior of the composite material is orthotropic
(transversely isotropic if only unidirectional fibers are used)
and the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the
polymer-matrix materials is usually much higher than that of
the fibers.Hence, dimensional variations and internal stresses
are induced mainly due to the curing shrinkage of resin and
the mismatch in the CTE of the fibers and the resin matrix
[26].

In the present work, several processing models dealing
with different phenomena are combined to simulate the
manufacturing of a pultruded product.This approach has not
been considered up to now for the analysis of the pultrusion,
providing a better understanding of the entire process at a
glance. A schematic representation of the implementedmod-
els, including outputs and relative connections, is depicted in
Figure 2.

In particular, pultrusion process simulations are per-
formed for a unidirectional (UD) graphite/epoxy composite
rod including different processing physics with the aim to
predict the pulling force and the stress/distortion evolutions
in the processingmaterial. All the contributions to the overall
pulling force have been accounted for in the present work.
The pressure increase, which is responsible for the bulk com-
paction force, has been derived by means of a computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) model of the resin flow field at
the inlet and solved using a finite volume (FV) approach.
The reinforcing fibers have been modeled as an anisotropic
porous media, with directional permeability in accordance
with the Gebart model.The temperature and the DOC distri-
butions inside the heating die and at the postdie region are
obtained by means of a three-dimensional (3D) thermo-
chemical analysis. Two different modeling approaches are
implemented: a continuous finite element (FE) model and a
porous FV model, based on different homogenization levels
and solution schemes. Bothmodels provide the viscosity field
allowing one to infer the viscous drag acting in the liquid
zone. Furthermore, two solution strategies have been devel-
oped and compared for the prediction of the normal pres-
sure, which generates the frictional force, between the pro-
cessing material and the internal die surface after resin gela-
tion. In the first case, numerical outcomes provided by the FV
porous model have been analytically processed considering
the well-established relations of the continuous mechanics,
resulting in a semianalytical method (SAM). In the second
approach, the transient stresses, distortions, and frictional
pull force are predicted using a sequentially coupled 3D
thermochemical analysis together with a 2D plane strain
mechanical analysis using the finite element method (FEM).
In both cases the evolution of the mechanical properties of
the processingmaterial is computed using the cure hardening
instantaneous linear elastic (CHILE) approach [25, 27]. The
paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the theoretical
modeling and the governing equations are described in detail,
while in Section 3 the obtained results are exposed and
discussed. Finally, in Section 4, the relevant findings and the
future perspectives of this research are highlighted.
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Figure 2: Implemented models and coupling effects in pultrusion.
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Figure 3: Phase changes and force contributions in pultrusion.

2. Theoretical Modeling and
Numerical Implementation

2.1. Pull Force Model. As aforementioned, four different
contributions to the overall pulling force in pultrusion have
been identified in the literature [2, 3, 14–21]: the collimation
force 𝐹col, the bulk compaction force 𝐹bulk, the viscous drag
𝐹vis, and the frictional force 𝐹fric. These contributions are
strictly related to the geometrical features of the die-work
piece system and to the resin transitions from liquid to gel
and then solid status, as schematized in Figure 3.

The first contribution 𝐹col is due to resistances arising
from the creel to the die inlet and it is generally assumed to
be negligible. As a consequence, the pulling force 𝐹pul can be
expressed as follows:

𝐹pul = 𝐹col + 𝐹bulk + 𝐹vis + 𝐹fric ≈ 𝐹bulk + 𝐹vis + 𝐹fric. (1)

𝐹bulk is related to the increase in the resin pressure
typically observed in the initial part of the die, that is, when
the resin is still in liquid phase. The die inlet is generally
designed as tapered (𝜃 ≤ 10∘) or rounded shapes [4] in order
to promote the constituents compaction reducing fibers dam-
age. Moreover, the resulting over-pressure allows the resin to
completely fill the reinforcingmaterial porosities. At the same
time, this overpressure forces the excess resin to flow back, as
depicted in Figure 4.The excess resin is usually recovered and
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Figure 4: Resin flow and pressure increase at the die inlet.

redriven to the open bath for the fiber impregnation. While
the resin is in a liquid status at the die entrance, the force due
to the applied pressure acts along a direction normal to the
die surfaces. As a consequence, it does not affect the pulling
force except at the tapered die entrance (Figure 4). Defining
the local resin pressure as 𝑝, the die taper angle as 𝜃, and the
inlet surface as 𝐴

1
, the bulk compaction term can be written

as follows:

𝐹bulk = ∬
𝐴
1

𝑝 sin 𝜃 𝑑𝐴. (2)

In the straight portion of the die, the increase in the
temperature of the processing resin, due to the heat provided
by the heaters, activates the exothermic cure reaction. The
crosslinking of the thermosetmonomers, in conjunctionwith
the existing temperature field, provides two relevant pheno-
mena, namely, gelation and vitrification, inwhich the status of
the resin is changed.The term gelation refers to the transition
of the catalyzed resin from viscous liquid to gelled (rubbery)
solid. This transition is associated with the achievement
of a certain degree of cure or polymerization (degree of
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cure at gelation, 𝛼gel), which corresponds also to a sharp
increase of the resin viscosity. Vitrification (glass transition)
is not rigorously associated with a specific extent of the
cure reaction, but with the (𝛼-dependent) glass transition
temperature (𝑇

𝑔
). If the resin temperature is below 𝑇

𝑔
, it

behaves as a vitrified (glassy) solid. Differently from gelation,
vitrification is a reversible phase change.

Before the gel point, viscous drag occurs at the die wall.
This resistance is imputable to the presence of a thin liquid
layer between the travelling fibers and the stationary die
surface. Thus, a plane Couette flow is induced, in which
the reinforcing fibers are assumed to be the moving plate
translated at a constant pull speed and the die surface as the
fixed plate. A schematic view is shown in Figure 5 [17]. The
viscous force can be written analytically as follows:

𝐹vis =
Vpul
𝜆

∬
𝐴
2

𝜂 (𝛼, 𝑇) 𝑑𝐴, (3)

where 𝜆 is the thickness of the resin layer between the solid
boundary and themoving fibers, 𝜂 denotes the resin viscosity,
Vpul is the fiber pull speed, and 𝐴2 is the surface interested by
viscous effects, whose length is determined by the gel-point.
Several approaches for the estimation of 𝜆 have been adopted
in the literature, mainly based on the fiber packing, the radius
𝑟
𝑓
, the volume fraction V

𝑓
, or permeability considerations

[16, 17]. In the present investigation, the following relation has
been employed [17]:

𝜆 = 𝑟
𝑓
(1 −

1

2

√
√3𝜋𝑉

𝑓

2
) . (4)

The rheological behavior is herein modeled following the
well-recognized three parameters correlation model [12, 13,
16, 17], which is expressed as follows:

𝜂 = 𝜂
∞
exp(

Δ𝐸
𝜂

𝑅𝑇
+ 𝐾𝛼) , (5)

where𝑅 is the gas constant,𝑇 is the absolute temperature, 𝜂
∞
,

Δ𝐸
𝜂
and𝐾 arematerial parameters provided by experimental

data fitting.
After the gel point, the resin flow and the viscous

effects are obviously inhibited and the composite is mechan-
ically pulled through the die. Consequently, the interaction

between the processingmaterial and the die surface is mainly
characterized by frictional effects. Generally, the entity of the
frictional force can be inferred by considering the friction
coefficient 𝜇 and the contact pressure 𝜎, according to the
following equation:

𝐹fric = ∫
𝐴
3

𝜇 ⋅ 𝜎 𝑑𝐴, (6)

being𝐴
3
the die surface from the gel-point to the detachment

point. It should be noted that the value of the friction
coefficient depends on theDOCduring the resin gelation and
further varies at the glass transition. However, due to the lack
of thorough experimental data, generally the averaged values
are utilized [14–21]. Regarding the magnitude of the contact
pressure, 𝜎 is considered to be affected by two contrasting
conditions: the transverse thermal expansion of the compos-
ite due to the increase in temperature and pressure and the
resin chemical shrinkage related to crosslinking reaction.The
latter phenomenon leads to a progressive reduction in the size
of the composite cross section until it shrinks away from the
die internal wall (detachment point).

It is worth noting that the separation of the processing
material from the die cavity induces the formation of a thin
(thermally insulating) air layer. As a consequence, a thermal
contact resistance (TCR) is interposed between the heated die
and the processingmaterial. In the present investigation, each
contribution has been computed using the numerical and the
semianalytical models, as explained in detail in the following.

2.2. Impregnation Analysis. In a conventional pultrusion
process, reinforcing fibers are wetted out inside the resin bath
before entering the heating die. After the impregnation, the
wetted fibers typically show an excess of resin with respect to
the amount needed for the final product. As a consequence,
in the tapered zone of the die (inlet) the processing material
is compacted resulting in a pressure increase with respect
to the atmospheric value. Material compaction is affected
by several factors, such as the volume fraction and the
permeability of the reinforcement, the resin viscosity, and
the geometrical features of the die-material system [12]. The
impregnation model describes the pressure distribution and
the resin flow in the first part of the die, including the
tapered or rounded zone and a portion of the straight die
(Figure 4). Velocity and pressure in the reinforcement-free
zones of the domain are inferred by means of the conjunct
solution of the well-known mass and momentum equations.
In particular, since the early part of the die is not heated in
order to avoid premature resin gelation, it is assumed that
the temperature and the DOC variations are negligible, and
therefore the resin viscosity remains constant. Furthermore,
under the hypothesis of incompressibility of the liquid resin
and neglecting body forces, the equilibrium equations can be
written as follows:

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕V
𝜕𝑦

+
𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧
= 0,

𝜂(
𝜕
2

𝑢

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕
2

𝑢

𝜕𝑦2
+
𝜕
2

𝑢

𝜕𝑧2
) −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
= 0,
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𝜂(
𝜕
2V

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕
2V
𝜕𝑦2

+
𝜕
2V
𝜕𝑧2

) −
𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑦
= 0,

𝜂 (
𝜕
2

𝑤

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕
2

𝑤

𝜕𝑦2
+
𝜕
2

𝑤

𝜕𝑧2
) −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑧
= 0,

(7)

where 𝑢, V, and 𝑤 are the velocity components of the resin
along the 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 directions, respectively, and 𝑝 is the
liquid pressure. The reinforcing fibers have been treated as
a moving porous media, in which the porosity and the
permeability vary according to geometrical considerations,
ensuring always the final fiber volume. The following mod-
ified Darcy model has been solved in the porous region:

𝑢 = 𝑈 −
𝐾
𝑥𝑥

𝜂Φ

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑥
,

V = 𝑉 −

𝐾
𝑦𝑦

𝜂Φ

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑦
,

𝑤 = 𝑊 −
𝐾
𝑧𝑧

𝜂Φ

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑧
,

(8)

where 𝑈, 𝑉, and𝑊 represent the velocity components of the
porous media along the 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 directions, respectively. It
should be noted that, assuming that 𝑧-direction is the pull
direction, the component 𝑊 is constant and it is the only
nonzero term in the straight portions of the domain, while
other components should be locally modified considering
the geometric configuration of the tapered zone [12]. Tow
permeability has been defined according to the Gebart model
as follows:

𝐾
𝑥𝑥

= 𝐾
𝑦𝑦

= 𝐶
1
(√

𝑉
𝑓max
𝑉
𝑓

− 1) 𝑟
𝑓

2

,

𝐾
𝑧𝑧
=

8𝑟
𝑓

2

𝑐

(1 − 𝑉
𝑓
)
3

𝑉
𝑓

2

,

(9)

where 𝑟
𝑓
is the fiber radius, 𝑉

𝑓,max the maximum achievable
fiber volume fraction, 𝐶

1
and 𝑐 are constants equal to 0.231

and 53, respectively [13]. The impregnation model has been
implemented and solved using a FV scheme.The commercial
software ANSYS-CFX has been employed for this purpose.
The pressure distribution provided by the impregnation
model is then used in (2) to evaluate 𝐹bulk.

2.3. Thermochemical Analysis. In this section, theoretical
backgrounds of the implemented continuous and porous
models are presented.

2.3.1. Continuous Model. The basic assumption of the con-
tinuous (homogenized) model is that in each location of the
processing composite material, all the constituents experi-
ence the same temperature. As a consequence, the whole
temperature field is established solving a unique nonlinear

equation using the lumped material properties [4–11, 16–18],
which can be written as follows:

𝜌
𝑐
𝐶
𝑝,𝑐

(
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
+ Vpul

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑧
)

= 𝑘
𝑥,𝑐

𝜕
2

𝑇

𝜕𝑥2
+ 𝑘
𝑦,𝑐

𝜕
2

𝑇

𝜕𝑦2
+ 𝑘
𝑧,𝑐

𝜕
2

𝑇

𝜕𝑧2
+ 𝑉
𝑟
𝑞,

(10)

where 𝑇 is the temperature, 𝑡 is the time, 𝜌
𝑐
is the density,

𝐶
𝑝,𝑐

is the specific heat, 𝑘
𝑥,𝑐
, 𝑘
𝑦,𝑐
, and 𝑘

𝑧,𝑐
are the thermal

conductivities of the composite material along 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧

directions, respectively, and 𝑉
𝑟
is the resin volume fraction.

Material properties are assumed to be constant throughout
the process.The source term 𝑞 in (10) is related to the internal
heat generation due to the exothermic resin reaction and is
expressed as follows:

𝑞 = 𝜌
𝑟
𝐻
𝑡𝑟
𝑅
𝑟
, (11)

where 𝑅
𝑟
is the reaction rate,𝐻

𝑡𝑟
is the total heat of reaction,

and 𝜌
𝑟
is the resin density.

Several kinetic models have been proposed and discussed
in the inherent literature to describe the evolution of the cure
reaction. In the present investigation thewell-established 𝑛th-
order model has been adopted, assuming an Arrhenius type
dependence on the absolute temperature:

𝑅
𝑟
(𝛼, 𝑇) =

𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝑡
=

1

𝐻
𝑡𝑟

𝑑𝐻 (𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐾
0
exp(−Δ𝐸

𝑅𝑇
) (1 − 𝛼)

𝑛

,

(12)

where 𝛼 is the degree of cure and 𝐻(𝑡) is the heat generated
during cure. The above equations have been solved in a
3D domain using a FE approach. The evaluation of the
DOC and the reaction rate has been obtained by means
of an iterative inhouse developed routine implemented into
the commercial software package ABAQUS [28], until the
matching of temperature and DOC tolerances to reach the
steady state. The DOC is obtained by using the following
discretization [7, 25]:

(
𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝑡
+ Vpul

𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝑧
) = 𝑅

𝑟
(𝛼, 𝑇) . (13)

2.3.2. Porous Model. Differently from the continuous model,
the porous model treats the pultrusion process as a reactive
liquid (resin) flow through a moving porous media (rein-
forcement) inside a defined rigid boundary (die cavity). In
other words, it is a CFDbased nonthermal equilibriummodel
considering each component as a different entity on macro-
scale; therefore a finite difference between the reinforcement
and the matrix temperatures is admitted. As a consequence,
besides the continuity and the momentum equations for the
fluid phase, one energy balance equation for each compo-
nent is needed. This allows heat to be transferred between
contiguous phases. Assuming that the processing composite
is only composed by the reacting resin and the fibrous
reinforcement, that is, neglecting voids and porosity effects,
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the temperature field can be obtained by solving the following
equations:

𝜑
𝑓
𝜌
𝑓
𝐶
𝑝,𝑓

𝜕𝑇
𝑓

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜌
𝑓
𝐶
𝑝,𝑓

Vpul
𝜕𝑇
𝑓

𝜕𝑧

= 𝜑
𝑓
(𝑘
𝑥,𝑓

𝜕
2

𝑇
𝑓

𝜕𝑥2
+ 𝑘
𝑦,𝑓

𝜕
2

𝑇
𝑓

𝜕𝑦2
+ 𝑘
𝑧,𝑓

𝜕
2

𝑇
𝑓

𝜕𝑧2
) + 𝑄

𝑟𝑓
,

(14)

𝜑𝜌
𝑟
𝐶
𝑝,𝑟

𝜕𝑇
𝑟

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜌
𝑟
𝐶
𝑝,𝑟

(𝑢
𝜕𝑇
𝑟

𝜕𝑥
+ V

𝜕𝑇
𝑟

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝑤

𝜕𝑇
𝑟

𝜕𝑧
)

= 𝜑(𝑘
𝑟

𝜕
2

𝑇
𝑟

𝜕𝑥2
+ 𝑘
𝑟

𝜕
2

𝑇
𝑟

𝜕𝑦2
+ 𝑘
𝑟

𝜕
2

𝑇
𝑟

𝜕𝑧2
) + 𝜑𝑞 + 𝑄

𝑓𝑟

,

(15)

where the subscripts 𝑟 and 𝑓 refer to the resin and fiber,
respectively. In the above equations, 𝜑 = 1−𝜑

𝑓
represents the

volume porosity of the medium (ratio between the volume
available for fluid flow and the total volume). Assuming
the absence of voids, 𝜑 coincides with the resin volume
fraction 𝑉

𝑟
= 1 − 𝑉

𝑓
⋅ 𝑄
𝑟𝑓

= −𝑄
𝑓𝑟

is the interfacial heat
transfer between the fluid and the solid depending on the
temperature difference, the interfacial area density, and the
physical properties of the two phases. It should be borne in
mind that in the porous model the DOC is treated as an
additional scalar variable with transport properties existing
only in the fluid phase and varying according to a source
term generated by the reaction rate previously defined in
(12). Similarly, the heat generation term 𝑞 in (11) is restricted
to the reactive resin and the exothermic reaction affects the
fiber temperature by means of conductive heat transfer. As
for the impregnation model, the software ANSYS-CFX [29]
has been used to solve the porous thermal model employing
a FV numerical scheme. The temperature and the DOC
distributions are utilized to compute the resin viscosity and
the viscous drag, according to (5) and (3), respectively.

2.4. Mechanical Analysis. As mentioned above, the pro-
cess induced stress and distortions, including also the die-
composite contact pressure, are predicted using the two
different procedures. The former approach is based on the
solution of a 2D quasi-static FE mechanical model, sequen-
tially coupled with the 3D continuous thermochemical FE
model. The latter is a semianalytical approach based on the
applications of the well-established principles of the linear
elasticity to the results provided by the above described
porous model.

2.4.1. FE Model. In this model, the 2D cross section of the
part is assumed to bemoved along the pulling direction while
tracking the corresponding temperature and DOC profiles
provided by the FE model. A detailed description of this
procedure, that is, the mapping of the predicted fields (𝑇,
𝛼) to the 2D mechanical plain-strain model, is shown in
Figure 6. The implemented mechanical FE model assumes
that the longitudinal strains, that is, parallel to the pulling
direction, are negligiblewith respect to the transverse compo-
nents of the strain tensor. This approximation is well jus-
tified considering the remarkable difference, for pultruded

products, between in plane (cross sectional) and out of plane
(product length) dimensions, being the former of few square
millimeters and the latter of several meters before the cutout.
As a consequence, the problem can be reduced to a two
dimensional plane strain analysis, as discussed in [25]. The
corresponding transient distortions and the evolution of the
process induced stresses and strains are calculated consider-
ing the temperature and the cure distributions, assuming the
following contributions to the incremental total strain (Δ𝜀tot):

Δ𝜀tot = Δ𝜀mech + Δ𝜀th + Δ𝜀ch, (16)

where Δ𝜀mech is the incremental mechanical strain, Δ𝜀th is
the incremental thermal strain, and Δ𝜀ch is the incremental
chemical strain due to the volumetric shrinkage of the resin.
The details of the relations between the stress and strain
tensors used in the present FE approach can be found in [25].

The CHILE approach [25, 27] has been implemented by
means of user-routines in the commercial package ABAQUS
to derive the instantaneous local resin elastic modulus (𝐸

𝑟
),

assuming a linear relation of the stress and strain tensors.
The corresponding expression for the resin elastic modulus,
assuming secondary effects of temperature as negligible, is
given as follows:

𝐸
𝑟
=

{{{{

{{{{

{

𝐸
0

𝑟

𝑇
∗

< 𝑇
𝐶1

𝐸
0

𝑟

+
𝑇
∗

− 𝑇
𝐶1

𝑇
𝐶2

− 𝑇
𝐶1

(𝐸
∞

𝑟

− 𝐸
0

𝑟

) for 𝑇
𝐶1

≤ 𝑇
∗

≤ 𝑇
𝐶2

𝐸
∞

𝑟

𝑇
∗

> 𝑇
𝐶2
.

(17)

The fictitious temperature 𝑇
∗ is defined as the difference

between the 𝑇
𝑔
and the actual resin temperature 𝑇 and

expressed as follows:

𝑇
∗

= 𝑇
𝑔
− 𝑇 = (𝑇

0

𝑔

+ 𝑎
𝑇𝑔
𝛼) − 𝑇, (18)

where 𝑇0
𝑔

represents the glass transition temperature of the
uncured resin and 𝑎

𝑇𝑔
describes the dependence of the glass

transition temperature on the degree of cure. According to
the CHILE approach, during the cure reaction, 𝐸

𝑟
varies

linearly with 𝑇
∗ from the uncured (𝐸0

𝑟

) to the fully cured
(𝐸∞
𝑟

) resin moduli. 𝑇
𝐶1

and 𝑇
𝐶2

are the critical temperatures,
defining the beginning and the end of modulus development
[27]. The effective mechanical properties of the composite
are calculated using the self-consisting field micromechanics
(SCFM) relationships, as reported in detail in [25]. For the
proposed approach shown in Figure 6, the die is assumed to
be rigid and therefore rigid body surfaces are added at the
die-part interface instead of including the meshing for the
whole die. Between the rigid surfaces and the composite part,
a mechanical contact formulation is defined which restricts
any expansion of the composite beyond the tool interface;
however, any separation due to resin shrinkage is allowed.
In this approach, the friction force at the contact condition
is assumed to be zero (sliding condition). A generic view of
the plane strain model including the rigid surfaces and the
mechanical boundary conditions (BCs) is shown in Figure 6.
It should be noted that, even if the constitutive behavior of the
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Figure 6: Representation of the coupling of the 3D Eulerian thermochemical model with the 2D Lagrangian plain-strain mechanical model
including the rigid body surfaces and the mechanical BCs.

homogenized material is linear elastic, the solved boundary
value problem is significantly nonlinear, due to the space
and time variations of all physical and mechanical properties
involved.

2.4.2. Semianalytical Analysis ofDistortions andPressure. The
proposed semianalytical approach is based on the computa-
tion of a virtual unconstrained cross section of the processing
material. It is assumed that during the process the position
of the center of mass (barycenter) of the cross section is
always preserved [11].The composite distortions are related to
the thermal expansion of each component and the chemical
shrinkage of the reactive resin. As a consequence, each
virtual dimension of the 𝑖th control volume can be computed
multiplying its initial value by the correction factor as follows:

𝛿
𝑐,𝑖
= 𝑉
𝑟
𝛿
𝑟,𝑖
+ 𝑉
𝑓
𝛿
𝑓,𝑖
, (19)

where 𝛿
𝑟,𝑖

and 𝛿
𝑓,𝑖

are the variations of a unit dimension of
the 𝑖th volume entirely filled with resin and fiber, respectively.
Defining the CTEs of the resin as 𝛼

𝑟
and of the fibers in the

transverse direction as 𝛼
𝑓,𝑡
, and the percentage volumetric

shrinkage of the fully cured resin as 𝛾
𝑟
, it follows

𝛿
𝑟,𝑖
= (1 + 𝛼

𝑟
(𝑇
𝑟,𝑖
− 𝑇
0
)) ⋅ (1 −

𝛾
𝑟
𝛼
𝑖

100
)

1/3

𝛿
𝑓,𝑖
= (1 + 𝛼

𝑓,𝑡
(𝑇
𝑓,𝑖
− 𝑇
0
)) ,

(20)

where the subscripts 𝑟 and 𝑓 refers to resin and fiber, respec-
tively. Here, the utilized temperature and the DOC values
are the volume averaged values calculated by considering
the results of the porous model described in Section 2.3.2.

With reference to the circular cross section investigated, the
dimensional variation Δ

𝑟,𝑖
of the 𝑖th volume, along the radial

direction, is given by

Δ
𝑟,𝑖
= 𝑟
𝑖
(𝛿
𝑐,𝑖
− 1) . (21)

The total displacement Δ
𝑟
= ΣΔ

𝑟,𝑖
and the virtual radius

𝑟V can be evaluated by extending equation (21) to the whole
radius. In particular, from the die inlet until the detachment
point, due to the prevalence of the thermal expansion on
the chemical shrinkage, the virtual section of the processing
composite results reasonably greater than the die cavity.
Consequently, the pultruded part is compressed by the die
internal walls. In this case, the contact pressure is evaluated
following the well-known principles of materials science for
thick walled cylinders, schematizing the virtual section as a
series of concentric and contiguous annulus (delamination
phenomena are not included) and assuming plane strain
hypothesis. As for the FE model described in Section 2.4.1,
material elastic properties are evaluated according to local
temperature and DOC, using the CHILE approach and the
SCFM relationships. Taking into account this, the continuity
of thematerial imposes the congruence of the circumferential
strains 𝜀

𝜃
and the radial stress 𝜎

𝑟
at the boundaries between

adjacent layers, using the subscript 𝑗 to identify each annulus
(increasing with the radial position) and the subscripts int
and ext to localize the strain at the inner or outer radius of
the annulus, respectively, which results in the following:

𝜀
𝜃𝑗,ext = 𝜀

𝜃𝑗+1,int

𝜎
𝑟𝑗,ext = 𝜎

𝑟𝑗+1,int.
(22)
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Figure 7: Pressure calculation scheme.

Furthermore, considering that the enlargement of the real
cross section is prevented by the rigid die walls (the uncon-
strained section previously computed is a purely virtual one),
the circumferential strain on the external radius results in the
following:

𝜀
𝜃
= −

Δ𝑟

𝑟V
, (23)

providing the closure to the considered problem. A schematic
representation of the calculation procedure is depicted in
Figure 7. It is trivial to outline that, in correspondence with
the external radius, the radial solicitation 𝜎

𝑟
equals to the

opposite of the pressure 𝜎 acting on the die internal wall,
allowing one to derive the frictional contribution using (6).

Frictional resistance vanishes when the shrinkage effect
prevails, inducing the detachment of the material from the
die. In this case, an additional TCR is induced between the
die and the composite. TCR values are computed in the cor-
responding locations assuming that the empty space between
the die surface and the processing composite is fulfilled by
air. Since radial displacements and TCR values along the
die length are not known as a priori, an iterative procedure,
connecting the thermochemical model with the dimensional
change model, has been implemented, until reaching the
convergence of a temperature criterion.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Case Study. The pultrusion process of a UD graphite/
epoxy composite rod with circular cross section is simu-
lated to compare the numerical outcomes provided by the
proposed models as well as with results discussed in the
literature [6, 13].The radius of the processing rod is 4.75mm,
while the length 𝐿die of heating die is 914mm, which are
adopted for the numerical and experimental analysis detailed
in [6]. It should be noted that, in the performed simulations,
the temperature distribution on the internal die surface is
used to provide the required closure of the above described
thermochemical problem; that is, the die is not included in
the calculation domain, as also done in [6]. Despite the imple-
mented thermochemical models that allow one to define
more complex boundary conditions, this relatively simpler
case has been reproduced in order to compare numerical

results with data reported in [6]. The inlet temperature is
assumed to be equal to the resin bath temperature (38∘C),
while the matrix material is assumed to be totally uncured
(𝛼 = 0) at the same cross section. Only a quarter of the 3D
model has been considered due to the symmetry and in order
to reduce the computational effort. A schematic view of the
simulation domain is depicted in Figure 8.

The variation of the internal section in the tapered inlet is
not taken into account in the thermochemical model as well
as for the stress and distortions calculations in themechanical
model. The reason is that the size of the tapered section is
relatively small and there is almost no heat transfer, curing,
and stress development observed in that region.

In addition, considering that the composite material in
the die exit section is still at elevated temperature, it is
reasonable to suppose that the cure reaction proceeds also
in the postdie region, leading to a certain amount of DOC
increase, as already discussed in [6, 25]. This aspect has been
included in the model extending the length of the pultruded
composite to the postdie region. The postdie is characterized
by a total length 𝐿post-die equal to 1370mm, ensuring that no
further reaction will take place in the material. In the postdie
region, convective cooling in the room temperature (27∘C)
is imposed as a boundary condition on the external surface
of the pultruded product. The dependence of the convective
cooling coefficient on the surface temperature is defined
using the well-known principle of heat transfer for horizontal
cylinder. The pull speed Vpull has been defined as 5mm/s [6].

The pultruded composite rod consists of Shell Epon
9420/9470/537 resin and Graphite Hercules AS4-12K fibers
(𝑟
𝑓
= 13 𝜇m). The properties of components and the resin

kinetic parameters are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
The parameters used in the CHILE approach are given in
Table 3.

3.2. Impregnation Analysis. The impregnation model is con-
sidered for the first 30mm of the die, assuming that after this
length flow perturbations induced by the convergent section
of the inlet vanish. The tapered inlet has been modeled
assuming a rounded shape with length 𝐿

𝑡
and radius𝑅

𝑡
being

equal to 6 and 6.35mm, respectively [13]. The preform ratio,
defined as the ratio between the cross sectional area of the
impregnated material before and after the compaction due to
the tapered inlet, is assumed to be 1.44, neglecting shape vari-
ations of the pulled material. As a consequence, the wetted
fibers approaching to the inlet have been modeled as a cylin-
drical porous medium with radius being equal to 5.7mm.

As aforementioned, a constant viscosity assumption is
adopted, taking into account that generally in the very early
part of the die no significant reaction is observed. The refer-
ence viscosity value has been obtained according to (5), con-
sidering the resin as fully uncured (𝛼 = 0) at a temperature
equal to 38∘C, as for the thermochemical models. It should
be noted, however, that the catalyzed resin, before the impre-
gnation and entering of the die, lays into the open bath
for some time. During this period, a small amount of reac-
tion cannot be excluded a priori. Even if the degree of cross-
linking in the resin bath does not significantly affect the evo-
lution of the solidification process, it can influence the
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Table 1: Material physical properties and concentration [6, 9–11].

Property Graphite Epoxy
𝜌 [kgm−3] 1790 1260
𝑐
𝑝

[J kg−1 K−1] 712 1255
𝑘
𝑥

[Wm−1 K−1] 11.6 0.2
𝑘
𝑦

[Wm−1 K−1] 11.6 0.2
𝑘
𝑧

[Wm−1 K−1] 66 0.2
𝐸
𝑥

[GPa] 2.068𝐸 + 1 —
𝐸
𝑦

[GPa] 2.068𝐸 + 1 —
𝐸
𝑧

[GPa] 2.068𝐸 + 2 —
]
𝑧𝑥

0.2 0.35
]
𝑧𝑦

0.2 0.35
]
𝑥𝑦

0.5 0.35
𝐺
𝑧𝑥

[GPa] 2.758𝐸 + 1 —
𝐺
𝑦𝑧

[GPa] 2.758𝐸 + 1 —
𝐺
𝑥𝑦

[GPa] 6.894𝐸 + 0 —
𝛼
𝑥

(1/∘C) 7.2𝐸 − 6 4.5𝐸 − 5

𝛼
𝑦

(1/∘C) 7.2𝐸 − 6 4.5𝐸 − 5

𝛼
𝑧

(1/∘C) −9.0𝐸 − 7 4.5𝐸 − 5

𝛾
𝑟

(%) — 4
Volume fraction 0.6 0.4

viscosity for the impregnation and compaction analysis. This
situation is investigated in the present work by simulating
the compaction process using three different viscosity values:
1.05 Pa⋅s (𝛼 = 0), 1.5 Pa⋅s (𝛼 = 0.008) [13], and 2.60 Pa⋅s
(𝛼 = 0.02). In the impregnation model, the die surfaces are
modeled as rigid walls, defined with a no slip condition. An
inlet condition is imposed to the inlet surface corresponding
to the preform, while an opening condition allowing the
creation of the resin backflow is applied on the surrounding
surface. In both cases, a zero relative pressure is defined. The
velocity of the processing material crossing the outlet section
has been assumed to be equal to the pull speed.

In Figures 9–11 the results provided by the impregnation
model are reported which show the pressure profiles at the
centerline of the processing material (Figure 9), a streamline
plot of the resin flow in the tapered region (Figure 10), and
the calculated bulk compaction force (Figure 11). For all the
simulated conditions, an increase in the pressure has been
predicted before the intersection point, which is identified
by the contact between the reinforced preform and the die
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Figure 9: Centerline pressure rise in the tapered region of the die.

internal surface and is depicted in Figure 9 by the vertical
dashed line. This pressure variation is due to the effect of the
resin backflow (well highlighted by the streamlines opposite
to the pulling speed in Figure 10), which prevents the free flow
of the resin inside the preform towards the nonreinforced
zones.The samefigure also highlights the excellent agreement
between the obtained pressure profiles and the data reported
in [13], confirming the validity of the implemented numerical
model. Furthermore, as already indicated in [13], for the
considered configuration more than half of the total pressure
increase has already developed at the intersection point. It is
also worth noting in Figure 10 that, at the very beginning of
the straight portion of the die, the resin velocity converges on
the pull speed imposed to the reinforcing fibers.

Obtained outcomes also show that the activation of the
cure reaction inside the resin bath is quite undesirable, even
if the degree of crosslinking achieved before entering the
die is reduced. Indeed, the premature crosslinking of the
catalyzed resin increases its viscosity and, as a consequence,
higher pressures are needed to squeeze the excess resin out
of the preform. This results also in a proportional increase
of the pulling force contribution due to material compaction
(Figure 11).

3.3.Thermochemical Analysis. The calculated centerline tem-
perature and DOC profiles are shown in Figure 12 together
with the temperature profile imposed on the diewall. It is seen
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Table 2: Epoxy resin rheological parameters [6, 9–12].

𝐾
0

[s−1] Δ𝐸 [Jmol−1] 𝑛 𝐻tr [J kg
−1] 𝜂

∞

[Pa⋅s] 𝐸
𝜂

[Jmol−1] 𝐾

19.14𝐸 + 4 60.5𝐸 + 3 1.69 323.7𝐸 + 3 5.12𝐸 − 7 3.76𝐸 + 4 45.0

Table 3: Resin properties for modulus calculation (CHILE and glass transition) [25, 27].
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Figure 10: Streamline of the resin flow in the tapered region of the
die.
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that the predicted results match quite well with the available
experimental data in [6]. This evidences that the numerical
schemes adopted for the continuous homogeneous FEmodel
(denoted as “CM” in Figure 12) and the porous nonhomoge-
neous FV model (denoted as “PM” in Figure 12) are stable
and converged to a reliable solution. The temperature in the
center of the composite rod becomes higher than the die wall
temperature after approximately 390mm from the die inlet
due to the internal heat generation of the epoxy resin. At that
point a peak of the reaction rate is obtained, inducing a sharp
increase of the DOC. The maximum composite temperature
is calculated approximately as 208∘C. What is more, at the
postdie region, the DOC is increased slightly which indicates
that the curing still takes place after the die exit, as also
observed in [6]. The centerline DOC is increased from 0.84
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Figure 12: Temperature and DOC profiles: comparison of the
present outcomes with the reference data [6].

(at the die exit) to 0.87 (at the end of the process), while, at
the surface, it varies from 0.80 to 0.83, indicating a global
percentage increase of approximately 3.6%.

The depicted DOC profiles in Figure 12 show an earlier
activation of the cure reaction at the composite surface due
to the rapid temperature increase related to conductive heat
transfer from the die wall. As a consequence, the DOC at the
external radius initially results higher than at the center. This
trend varies after the activation of the reaction in the core of
the material; indeed, the relatively low thermal conductivity
of the resin prevents the heat generated at the center to
flow towards the external zones, inducing a significant and
localized temperature increase at the center, which strongly
promotes monomers crosslinking. It is worth noting that the
cure crossover (intersection between the DOC profiles at the
center and at the top) is reached approximately at 𝛼 = 0.5,
that is, well above the gel point (𝛼 = 0.265) of the considered
resin system, indicating a delay in the establishment of the
desired in-out solidification direction. Indeed, as evidenced
by the viscosity profiles depicted in Figure 13, the activation
of the cure reaction implies a sharp viscosity increase at gela-
tion, occurring earlier at the top surface, at a distance approxi-
mately equal to 360mm from die entrance and separating
the liquid zone (where viscous drag acts) from the gel
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Figure 13: Extension of the liquid, gel, and solid zone, as evidenced
by viscosity profiles at top and work piece radius.

zone (dominated by frictional resistance).The same viscosity
trend is observed at the center of the composite rod after
approximately 405mm from the die entrance. It should be
also noted that, in the first 200mm from the inlet, the tem-
perature increase leads to a slight viscosity reduction before
the beginning of crosslinking phenomena, as also highlighted
in Figure 13.

In the same figure (Figure 13) the work piece radius, as a
function of the axial distance, is reported. As highlighted by
numerical outcomes, in the liquid zone the materials thermal
expansion prevails on chemical shrinkage, leading to a virtual
radius of the work piece greater than the die internal radius.
As a consequence a further pressure increase (shown in what
follows) is to be expected. Even if this pressure increase
does not theoretically implies further contributions to the
total pulling force (being the wall surface parallel to 𝐹pull),
from a practical point of view it is very interesting since, in
conjunction with the aforementioned viscosity reduction, it
promotes the reduction of voids in the final product. As can
be seen, bothmodels fairly agree with the individuation of the
detachment point, which is the intersection point between
the virtual radius and the die internal radius during shrink-
age. Please note that the zero radial displacement provided
by the FE model (CM) is due, in agreement with reality,
to the nonpenetrating condition applied at the mechanical
contact between the composite and the rigid die surface [25].
The detachment point for the outer surface of the composite
rod is found to be approximately at 540mm from the inlet
(more precisely 535mm and 545mm for the FEM and SAM);
as a consequence the die length interested by the frictional
effect (gel zone) is estimated to be approximately 180mm.
The delayed position of the detachment point predicted
by the SAM with respect to the FEM suggests also that a
relatively major computation of the virtual radius (or radial
displacement of the cross section). This aspect can be related
to the assumption of the lumped CTE employed in the FE
model in contrast with the usage of a different CTE for each
constituent (when the resin is in liquid phase) adopted by the
SAM.After the detachment point, TCRs are induced between

the work piece and the die. Nevertheless, very negligible
differences (less than 0.5∘C) in the temperature distributions
have been found with and without the TCR inclusion in the
calculations. The work piece radius in the exit section as
provided by the analytical calculation coupled to the finite
volume model, results 4.742mm, in good agreement with
the value (4.739mm) reported in [11]. A slight difference
(∼0.003mm = 3𝜇m) regarding the work piece radius at the
exit calculated using the FE model and the semianalytical
procedure has been found. As can be seen in Figure 13, after
the detachment point, the evolution of the radial distortion
differs between the aforementioned approaches. The reason
for this deviation could be found in the oversimplification of
the semianalytical model (SAM), in which the displacements
are calculated only in the radial direction without taking
the effect of the mechanical behaviors in the longitudinal
direction into account.

3.4. Mechanical Analysis. The evolution of the process
induced transverse normal stresses in the 𝑥-direction (𝑆

11
)

is shown in Figure 14(a). It is seen that at the end of the
process, tensile stresses prevail at the inner region (center)
and compression stresses occur at the outer region (top)
while upholding the self-static equilibrium in which there
is no applied external load. This observation resembles with
the one presented in [25]. The stress levels are found to be
relatively small (<1MPa). The main reason is that there are
an almost uniform temperature andDOCdevelopments over
the cross section of the composite rod which provides rela-
tively lower through-thickness gradients promoting almost
no residual stresses at the end of the process. The variation
in 𝑆
11

is due to the internal competition between expansion
and contraction of the part.The effective longitudinal and the
transversemoduli (calculated by the SCFM) of the composite
rod at the end of the process are found to be 130.2GPa
and 9.7GPa, respectively, which agrees well with typical
values given in [30] for T300 carbon/epoxy with a fiber
volume fraction of 60%. In Figure 14(b) the resin modulus
development due to monomers crosslinking is depicted. It is
seen that almost same evolution pattern is obtained using the
CHILE model in FEMmodel and SAMmodel.

Undeformed contour plots of the stresses 𝑆
11

(in 𝑥-
direction) and 𝑆

22
(in the 𝑦-direction) are shown in Figure 15.

As expected, the 𝑆
11
distribution is almost symmetricwith the

𝑆
22
distribution with respect to the diagonal of the composite

rod, since all the mechanical boundary conditions are the
same.Themaximumnormal tensile and compression stresses
are found to be approximately 0.26MPa and −0.82MPa,
respectively, for 𝑆

11
and 𝑆
22
.

In Figure 16, the contact pressure profiles (between inter-
nal die surface and the outer surface of the part, that is, top
point indicated in figure) provided by the implementedmod-
els (FEM, SAM) are shown. Both models highlighted a pro-
gressive pressure increase (up to approximately 0.2MPa for
the FEMand0.27 for the SAM) from the die inlet to the strong
activation of the resin reaction since the composite part tries
to expand because of the temperature increase; however the
internal die surface restricts this expansion. The difference
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between these two predictions is due to the aforementioned
considerations in virtual section calculations, which relies
on the specific assumptions in the FEM and in the SAM.
Afterwards, due to resin chemical shrinkage, a continuous
pressure reduction is observed until the detachment occurs.

According to the calculated viscosity and pressure pro-
files, in the thermochemical analysis the total pulling force
together with its components is predicted (Figure 17). For the
calculation of the frictional resistance, the friction coefficient
𝜇 has been assumed to be 0.25, as also used in [19]. Numerical
outcomes show that, for the simulated process, the viscous
force represents the principal amount of the total resistance,
being 𝐹bulk = 4.9N, 𝐹vis = 313.7N, and 𝐹fric = 184.1N,
as predicted by the semianalytical procedure. A relatively
smaller frictional resistance (112.9N) is predicted by the
FE mechanical model, due to the lower contact pressure

profile in Figure 16. The key role played by the viscous drag
with respect to the frictional force can be related to the
reduced die length affected by the frictional phenomena and
to the delayed development of the resin (and the composite)
modulus. The contribution due to the material compaction
is found to be not significant as compared to other amounts,
being less than 1% of the total load.

4. Conclusions

In the present work, different approaches for modeling
and simulations of several physical aspects, such as fluid
flow, heat transfer, chemical reaction, and solid mechanics,
involved in a conventional pultrusion process are proposed
and compared. The proposed models are based on different
numerical techniques (FEM, FVM) as well as the analytical
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calculation. Taking into account the discussed outcomes, it
can be concluded that

(i) the resin pressure increases at the tapered die inlet,
promoting the backflow of the excess resin; however,
as soon as the straight portion of the die begins,
a flat velocity profile is enforced. It is found that
the compaction force increases with the viscosity (or
degree of cure) of the resin in the impregnation bath;

(ii) adopted numerical schemes (FEM, FVM) are found
to be accurate and converged to a reliable solution,
since the predicted values match well with the ref-
erence data [6]. Moreover, both models fairly agree
in the evaluation of viscosity profiles, dimensional

variations and extension of the three zones (i.e.,
liquid, gel, and solid). The inclusion of the thermal
contact resistance due to material contraction inside
the die in pultrusion modeling does not affect the
simulation results significantly;

(iii) in the initial portion of the curing die, the thermal
expansion of the processing materials dominates the
resin shrinkage, which induces a progressive contact
pressure increase and, consequently, frictional resis-
tance after gelation. However, as the cure reaction
proceeds, the chemical contraction of the reactive
resin prevails causing the detachment of the work
piece from the die internal surface and the vanishing
of the contact pressure as well as the frictional force;

(iv) in the residual stress model, relatively small residual
stress values were predicted at the end of the process
due to the uniform distribution of the tempera-
ture and degree of cure over the cross section of
the composite part having a relatively small diam-
eter (9.5mm). The thickness of the composite part
together with the total volumetric shrinkage of the
resin has an important effect on the residual stress
evolution [25]. At the end of the process, it is found
that tension stresses prevail for the center of the part
since it cured later and faster as compared to the outer
regions where compression stresses were obtained
while upholding the self-static equilibrium;

(v) the viscous drag is found to be the main contribution
as the frictional force to the overall pulling force,
while the contribution due to material compaction at
the inlet is found to be negligible.

Investigating the several aforementioned processing
physics simultaneously provides a better understanding of
the entire pultrusion dynamics at a glance and therefore
this study would be very much of interest to the composite
manufacturing processing community and especially to sci-
entists and engineers in the field of manufacturing process
modeling.
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